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Proposition 65 is a California law that applies to companies selling products in California.
Proposition 65 requires warnings if a product contains any listed chemical present above very
low levels. Proposition 65 is not a product safety law, but rather a "right-to-know" law.
Businesses are required to provide warnings to comply with Proposition The list includes
naturally occurring and man-made chemicals. Proposition 65 warnings can be seen for a wide
variety of everyday consumer products, including electronic equipment, and warnings can be
seen posted throughout California in a variety of establishments such as buildings, hotels,
restaurants, coffee shops, and stores. The warning is part of our ongoing effort to comply with
the California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of known as "Proposition 65".
The lowest impedance accepted by this amplifier is 2 ohms. Amplifiers that are 2 ohms stable
produce more power resulting in more volume. This amp can comfortably power speakers or
subwoofers with all channel s being used at a load of 2 ohms. We have developed a specific
linear circuitry that further reduces distortion while increasing both sound quality and power
output. An amplifier with both high-level and low-level inputs provides flexibility by allowing you
to build an audio system using virtually any standard factory or aftermarket source unit.
High-level speaker level inputs accept the signal from the speakers, while low-level RCA inputs
accept the signal from the pre-amp outputs of the source unit. If the amplifier gets too hot, the
thermal protection circuit turns the amp off and allows the amp to cool down before turning it
back on. If a speaker fails causing an electrical short, the protection circuit will automatically
cut the output and remain in that state until the short is resolved. These safety features give you
peace of mind knowing the amplifier is constantly monitoring conditions to protect itself. The
ability to boost or attenuate the sub level when an amp and subwoofer are connected to the
subwoofer pre-amp output. Switchable Input Sensitivity gives you the freedom to connect the
amp to any standard source unit and have peace of mind it will be within range to properly
match the output of the source unit allowing you to use the volume controls on your source unit
the way it was designed. Variable Bass Boost allows you to adjust the low bass within the boost
range to just the way you like it. Variable Gain Control lets you balance the amps output with the
speakers or subs the amp is driving. To much gain will lead to distortion and to little will lead to
clipping. Variable high-pass filter gives you control over the frequencies that pass through to
the full range speakers. Variable low-pass filter gives you control over the frequencies that pass
through to the subwoofer. April 26, moody. April 9, Amazon Customer. March 23, Amazon
Customer. March 9, Mark Duncan. February 14, Pam S. January 24, Mary Taylor. January 12,
Amazon Customer. August 2, Kelly Lynch. July 7, Amber Shumaker. June 5, ohkayohkay. March
16, Jacob. January 31, Fabian Perez. October 27, Swully. Custom system this thing is
sounnding great running two 12" subs at the moment. July 15, Steven Housden. July 8, Blake
Fullriede. May 24, Robert wiest. January 21, Michele C. December 5, clinton. September 26,
lynch. April 9, Tarl D. April 8, Jeremy. July 19, Devin June 1, robmartin. April 13, Stonej October
12, James. Your Name. Your Email. Review Title. Review Content. Youtube URL. What is
Proposition 65? Why do you see the warning on our packaging and website? High and Low
Level Inputs An amplifier with both high-level and low-level inputs provides flexibility by
allowing you to build an audio system using virtually any standard factory or aftermarket source
unit. Protection If the amplifier gets too hot, the thermal protection circuit turns the amp off and
allows the amp to cool down before turning it back on. Subwoofer Level Control The ability to
boost or attenuate the sub level when an amp and subwoofer are connected to the subwoofer
pre-amp output. Switchable Input Sensitivity Switchable Input Sensitivity gives you the freedom
to connect the amp to any standard source unit and have peace of mind it will be within range to
properly match the output of the source unit allowing you to use the volume controls on your
source unit the way it was designed. Variable Bass Boost Variable Bass Boost allows you to
adjust the low bass within the boost range to just the way you like it. Variable Gain Control
Variable Gain Control lets you balance the amps output with the speakers or subs the amp is
driving. Variable High Pass Filter Variable high-pass filter gives you control over the
frequencies that pass through to the full range speakers. Variable Low Pass Filter Variable
low-pass filter gives you control over the frequencies that pass through to the subwoofer.
General Specs Channel Configuration. Power Supply Type. Amp Topology. Performance Specs
Total Power Output. Speaker Impedance. Frequency Response. High Level Inputs. Low Pass
Filter. High-Pass Filter. Bass Boost. Subwoofer Level Control. Input Sensitivity Switch.
Measurement Width. Great amp Excellent bass amp when run at 2ohms. This amp will clip if it's
hooked up wrong like any other once things are right, it's extremely reliable. Was this review
helpful? Five Stars! Really packs a punch. Not even using the remote. Pushes the subwoofers
to the max. Great investment! Amp rocks your truck an shakes gravel on your floor board Had
this amp for awhile an it's the best amp for the price I have two watt punch speakers an it
pushes them with a 2 ohm load. I love the bass it delivers. Sounds good when it works Sounds

good when it works. One type R is almost to much for it. If playing for around a hour it shuts off
the sub. Five Stars sounds good in Ford F No complaints It's cheap so you get what you pay
for, it will never deliver 2, watts and I don't think the 1, watt rms bridged is accurate either but I
still am happy with it. Side note, be sure to wire your subs to the right ohms for the rated rms in
the back of the manual! I really like this amp I really like this amp. I have it set on low pass for
the speaker level control to be used up front. I haven't had any problems with it getting hot and
it does make a lot of power if you know what your doing. I hear about people bashing this amp
but they obviously don't know what they are doing so if your looking for a good amp for not a
lot of money, BUY IT. You wont regret it. Great value and performance!!! Love it! It powers my
fiance pioneer 12 sub with watt max and rms perfect. We have it bridged at 4ohms and it does
its job perfect at a great price. Probably not the exact watts they advertise but not much less
either. Looks nice in the car and her sub hits hard!! Just got me the dual 12 MTX Terminators.
Can't wait for my jeep to shake my bones. Planet audio has found a new customer with this
amp!! Sounds extremely nice, easy to hook up, came with the allen wrench to take the cover
plate off to hook up the wiring. Over all no complaints aside from the bass knob not working.
Have been using this amp for about 7 months and have not had a single issue. Definitely would
recommend to a friend. But I do like the performance Powerful, clean booms. Powers my OEM
2x 8" shallow subs rated at 4ohm 70watt each. Need to keep the subwoofer level knob near
minimum. Lots of little knobs on the amp. Had to get a little allen wrench to remove the metal
covering above the terminals to get access to the screws. The unit runs very hot, so hot it hurts
your fingers if you hold onto it for more than 2 seconds. The unit stopped working one time, just
had to restart the vehicle to get it to work again. Not sure about that, whether caused by heat
issue or not. But I do like the performance. Only had for one day, hope it lasts. Good amp If
you're looking for a cheap amp to run dual 8" through 12" possibly 15" or mid and highs. This
amp will do it. When I ran it through tests this is what I came up with, single 15" dual 4ohm rated
Bridged 2ohm Bridged 4ohm A change in either direction will decrease wattage. Custom system
this thing is sounnding great running two 12" subs at the moment I'm still working through the
Toyota Tacoma Quad cab, Custom system this thing is sounnding great running two 12" subs
at the moment. I'm contemplating it running " subs along with " subs? Performance is great so
far! Highly Recommended Budget Amp. The amount of power you get from this for the price is a
steal. I have 2 amps from Planet Audio.. I read a lot of reviews slamming this amp and when
questioned why they either don't respond or turns out they have it hooked up to the wrong
speakers ohm's This is When you are buying an amp or speakers just look it up and if you cant
find the answer.. Make sure you get the right amp for your speakers and vise versa. If this amp
is hooked up correctly it produces a very clean bass. It does not overheat. People buy these and
crank the gain and bass boost and then complain about it being crappy sounding.. Well thats
because you are clipping the heck out of it. You can set the gain by ear with a test tone you can
find on youtube. It takes 5 minutes.. The functions on the side of the amp are pretty basic. If you
don't know how to set those.. It does come with a remote subwoofer level control so you can
adjust the amount of bass on the fly which is nice. This one is 0 to 18 db and works great. This
amp is bridgeable. This is where you need to pay attention. You should have selected the right
ohm speaker for this amp in stereo mode 2 channel but if you are running 2,3,4 speakers in
series then you need to make sure this amp can handle the final ohm load that your speakers
are asking for. Specs from PA website Watts at 2ohm x 1 Bridged Watts at 4ohm x 1 Bridged
Watts at 2ohm x 2 Watts at 4ohm x 2 It is only 2 ohm stable as you can see from the specs Very
good amp for the price. I got this amp about a month ago and I have to say I am nothing but
impressed so far. It pushed the alpine perfectly without overheating or any other issues. Im
running it on the bridged connection and it is working flawlessly. On the topic of heat, ive never
seen this amp get hot enough to be concerning. I had a two hour drive with the sun going and
the amp was warm, but not hot. I also have it mounted to the side of my sub box, where there is
plenty of ventilation,and it stays plenty cool. I have it powered by 8 gauge wire and it seems to
be doing just fine. I was shocked by the size of the amp though, I expected it to be smaller than
it was. Now for the adjustments and settings. It has all the basic stuff like gain and low pass
frequency, but It also has bass boost, which I personally have turned off. Also, the adjusters
can be turned by hand, or a flathead screwdriver. It will not affect the sub if its on high pass, or
both low and high. This is a great buy for anyone looking for a cheap, but fantastic amp to push
1 or two subs. I love the amp, it really works well with my 2 alpine type s 12".. Five Stars great
amp for the price. Not a bad amp. No where near watts but I No where near watts but I knew it
wouldn't be. If I had to guess maybe Gets very hot make sure to ground it well and remove the
paint on the frame. Highly recommend elevating it off the box. Put a few wood blocks 2x1 inch
then nail or screw the wood on the box then mount the amp on the wood. Amps noticeably
cooler now. I'm pleased with the amp but its the 1st day only time will tell if it lasts and if

anything happens I'll update this! First off here are the ratings on this amp Watts at 2ohm x 1
Bridged Watts at 4ohm x 1 Bridged Watts at 2ohm x 2 Watts at 4ohm x 2 So if your thinking that
your going to buy this amp to push 2 subs that have a rms at 4 ohm its not going to happen.
This amp is not going to push those subs. Know what your buying. I've read reviews on this
amp where people are complaining about that. SO overall this is a pretty good amp. It will do
fine of your pushing a low to mid level sub or subs. Rockford prime or a P1, kicker comp,
something like that. The amp does get hot but all depends on how high you have the amp set at.
I'm only pushing the amp about half way and it only gets a little hot. If your going to put the amp
under a seat i would screw it to a board and put like half inch spacers under because the vent is
on the bottom. First off, I am a basshead from the late 80's early 90's. I have experience with
many many amps. I read some reviews here that state it doesn't push like it claims. You need to
learn how to hookup an amp. This amp is a steal for the price. If you are constipated, just sit in a
vehicle with this amp. It has so much clean power you won't be after it's done with you. I will
recommend this amp to anyone. I got King Kong in the trunk!!!!! I have had many amps in my
past and this one takes the crown - this amp really hard - super clean and deep bass I have two
JL audio subs and I have the amp down to the lowest power setting and its still rattling screws
loose in my car - The only downside is now im going to have to thread lock my trunk bolts :.
There's an equation that you can plug in the numbers to your amp and really figure out what
this thing can do RMS wise. Mathematically anyways. It's not really real-world results but it's
close to it. Usually, you can figure out the amount of amps this thing draws by adding up the
rating on the fuses. Mine came with two 25's. Now you have to factor in the amps efficiency
which is about percent for a class AB amp which this one is. Equations aside, this is an
awesome amplifier! I think it looks really good, it's made out of awesome materials, and it kind
of lights up blue. The Planet Audio logo is just plastic. The Anarchy text subtly lights up blue
when the amp is powered on. I love all of the options this amp provides, I absolutely love how it
comes with a remote so you can dial in the level that you want on top of your preset level on the
amp itself, and it's really quiet. No fans. Just passive heating technology, which is fine! I haven't
used this amp for extended periods of time. About an hour at most, and it hasn't overheated on
me. I hope this amp lasts me a long time as for I'm really happy with it and I'm really hoping it
stays that way! Worth It, Pleasent Surprise I just bought his amp yesterday and i installed it and
took it for a test drive today. I have to say i was skeptical at first because i was replacing my
watt, unrated and non-fused JL audio amp with a brand that i never heard of for a fraction of the
price. Just for perspective my previous setup was the JL audio G monoblock amp pushing 2
Kicker 07CVR speakers wired to 1 ohm on an 80 amp fuseblock. So i was pulling waaaaay more
wattage out of my watt amp than it was rated for. Decided i was gonna match my speaker
correctly at 2 ohms and throw that old amp in the wife's car. I got the new amp installed and
took it away from the house so i could really turn it up. I actually had to turn the gain down
because my dynamated truck was starting to rattle again 99 Ford Expedition. I still need to mess
with the setting a bit more to find my sweet spot but i have to say its a good buy. If i manage to
overheat it or throw it into protection mode I'll post another review. Just thought i would try to
give a comprehensive review in stead of "it's nice" or "works great". A very solid Amp Alight, I
hooked this amp up bout weeks ago and it is amazing. A lot of amps get hot after long periods
of use and this one does not. It gets a little warm buts thats normal. Quality is amazing, the bass
is clean. I would recomend this amp to anyone Platinum Dealer - Free Extended Warranty.
Compare AC User Manual in English. User Manual in English V2. Buy from Walmart. Buy from
Fry's Electronics. Other features include the input sensitivity selector, low level high inputs,
power and protection LEDs and heavy duty set-screw style terminals. Bridge this amplifier to 4
ohms to get the functionality of a mono block amplifier. This amp will not only turn heads with
its power handling, but will also look the part with an illuminated Planet Audio logo. We
recommend at least a 8 gauge wiring kit to hook up this amplifier to your car. Ibought tow of
these amps through Amazon because they add an extra three years to the warranty, and I have
to tell you, they are the ticket. I have each of them hooked up to a 12" drive in ported
enclosures. One in my wife's Jeep and one in my van. They both are set at about one fourth of
the power available and are wired mono into 4 ohms. They are all the amp either of us need.
Forget looking out your rear view mriror, because these things shake your entire vehicle. I
bought the watt madel really watts RMS because it had the best ratings of all the Planet Audio
lineup. This amp is among the best I own, and was one of the least expensive. If you are looking
at sub amps, look no further. These amps will do as good as any amp out there. Spend your
money on a decent driver. Most of the reviews are talking about Kick this or Fos that Buy a
decent driver from Parts Express or Madisound, and get an enclosure which is the proper size
for the driver. All drivers have an optimal internal volume they require to properly reproduce the
frequency range they are designed to reproduce. Then and only then, will you hear what this

amp is capable of doing. Spend your money on a good driver and a nice ported my favorite box,
and you will reallly hear what was intended to be heard. Also make sure you know what you are
doing in wiring the system and getting the proper impedence load for the amp you are using. I
see all these people running 3 or 4 subs in th
1965 ford trucks
2009 honda civic stereo wiring diagram
p400 4 rockford fosgate amp
eir car. Tha is just plain dumb. One good 12" driver will run you out of your vehicle if it is
properly installed. Even though an amp says it is on ohm stable, most ae designed to run a four
ohm load, so make sure you run a four ohm load. Don't run one ohm and torment the amp and
think it is all good. It is not. I'll stop preaching now and sum up by saying that properly installed
and mated with a good driver and properly constructed and sized and tuned enclosure, this amp
is as good as anything else avalilable to you in the marketplace.. With discounts, etc Type to
search thousands of products. Your Cart Is Empty. Item Total. Sales Tax. Cart Total. Planet
Audio AC See more from Planet Audio. Product Details. We are an authorized Planet Audio
dealer California residents: Click here for Proposition 65 warning. You Might Also Like. Write
your review. Written by ksrigg from Virginia on Nov 22, Would I recommend this to a friend or
family member? Is this review helpful? All rights reserved.

